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While there is no required Summer Reading assignment, the following works are recommended for summer 

enrichment.  Students also have the option to complete an assignment for extra credit points. 

 

Austen, Jane — Pride and Prejudice  Conrad, Joseph—Lord Jim 

Brontë, Charlotte — Jane Eyre   Hardy, Thomas –Tess of the D’Urbervilles 

   Curran, Bob (editor) — Celtic Lore & Legend          Scott, Walter -- Ivanhoe 

   Dickens, Charles —  A Tale of Two Cities   Defoe, Daniel –Robinson Crusoe 

Eliot, George — Silas Marner   Greene, Graham –The Power and The Glory 

Stoker, Bram — Dracula    Swift, Jonathan—Gulliver’s Travels 

   White, T. H. — The Once and Future King  Joyce, James -- Dubliners 

 

Extra Credit 

Students have the option to complete a double-entry journal for extra credit, due on the first day of school.  

 

Double Entry Journals 

The dialectical or double entry journal is a type of two-column double-entry note taking. It helps readers construct 

meaning from a text, to personalize what they read, and to write down the insights gained from the reading. This 

type of journal allows students to question, elaborate, make personal connections, evaluate, reflect upon, make 

predictions, analyze, or interpret what they have read. 

 

Find key quotes that… 

 are important 

 include symbolism 

 express key ideas or concepts 

 are interesting 

 reveal something about a character  

 In your own words, provide a clear response to the quote. Why is it important? What does it mean? How does it 

relate to key themes/symbols, etc., in the work?  For any literary work, your double entry journal must cover 

the entire scope of the selection.   
• Do NOT only summarize the quote's content. 

• DO critique the quote or ask questions. 

The left hand column of a double entry journal is the space in which you record key ideas and quotes, and the 

right hand column is the space in which you put your reactions to that material. An analogy for this is to see 

the left hand column functioning as a highlighter pen and the right hand column as the notes scribbled in the 

margin. 

 

The Lord of the Flies, by William Golding 

Quotations Reflections and Analysis 

"Now we come to the most 

important thing. I've been 

thinking...We want to have 

fun. And we want to be 

rescued." (p. 37) 

Ralph; This quote captures how he is stuck between two courses of action. He wants to have 

fun, to be a kid, to be carefree; but he also wants to get rescued, to be responsible, and to lead 

the younger kids to safety. He is stuck between the adult world, represented by Piggy, and the 

world of childish wants, represented by Jack. I wonder which route he will eventually 

follow...  

 

 

The total amount of Extra Credit points earned will be determined by both quantity and quality: 

 

4 page journals will earn UP TO 15 points Extra Credit 

5 page journals will earn UP TO 20 points Extra Credit 


